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Introduction:
Mapping,
Collaboration, and
Thoughtful Plans
Mapping, Collaboration, and Thoughtful Plans introduces the
basics of node-link mapping, the use of structured maps for
treatment planning, and the importance of developing the counselorclient relationship through collaboration. A thoughtful treatment
plan with realistic and measurable goals helps focus the therapeutic
relationship on a more hopeful tomorrow. This chapter is designed
as a primer for treatment staff interested in simple, yet effective
strategies to strengthen motivation and engagement in treatment
through more effective treatment planning.
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Introduction
Treatment Planning
The term “treatment plan” is part of clinical vocabulary from the moment a client
enters a substance abuse treatment program until (hopefully) that client is
successfully discharged. But not all treatment plans are the same. In many cases,
having a formal treatment plan for each new client is a requirement of state licensers
or funding providers. In some cases, treatment plans are generated, pretty much
cookie-cutter style, then filed away, primarily so that future auditors can note
program compliance. Counselors working with clients seldom refer to these plans or
refer to them only in generalities (i.e., “Mary needs to be working on her selfesteem”). In other instances, pro-forma treatment plans are generated based on
observed needs or problems identified through assessments and testing, with little
client input. As these problem areas are addressed in individual or group counseling
they are checked off the treatment plan. Once clients receive all their checks (and
have done well with their sobriety) they are considered to have completed treatment.

Perhaps one of the biggest “disconnects” between substance abuse treatment
providers and their clients centers on treatment planning. Clients often have low
expectations of being asked to be involved in the planning process. Providers often
believe clients are not capable or motivated enough to put effort into treatment
planning. The purpose of this manual is to introduce a new strategy to help bridge
this gap. We present an offering of ideas and worksheets for clinicians to use to
invite clients into conversations about their goals and hopes for the future.
We believe that these thoughtful conversations, aided by mapping-enhanced
worksheets, hold the best promise for eliciting from clients the changes they want to
see in their lives, their ideas about the best way to make those changes, and their
considerations about how to measure progress. This type of collaborative, futurefocused treatment plan has the best chance for success because, with the help of
mapping strategies, clients are assisted in articulating and claiming ownership of
their treatment journey.
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What do you mean by “mapping”?
Mapping is a cognitive tool that helps organize information and ideas spatially.
Most counselors have been exposed to the helpfulness of graphically displaying
ideas and connections. For example, Genograms use boxes and lines to help clients
better understand their family history over several generations.
The type of mapping we use in this manual is more commonly known as “node-link
mapping.” (See Appendix for the node-link mapping bibliography.) It was first
studied as a handy tool for helping students take better notes during lengthy college
lectures. In these studies, some students were taught to take notes by placing key
ideas in boxes called “nodes” that were connected to other nodes with lines (“links”)
representing different types of relationships. The final product often resembled a
map or flow chart of the lecture. Other students took notes as they would usually
take them. The results showed that students who used this “node-link mapping”
system did better on tests and felt more confident about understanding the lecture
than did students who took traditional notes (see Figure 1.). There seems to be
something about graphically displaying information that helps us better understand
things and recall key ideas (hopefully when we need them).

Figure 1. Simple map of early mapping research

Long-winded lecture

Students who
learned to map

Students who
took regular
notes

Better scores

Lower scores
More confident
about understanding
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Mapping as a Counseling Tool
Mapping has evolved as a counseling tool over the course of more than 15 years of
application and research. A key element – that mapping appears to help foster
understanding and support better recall – was seen as potentially beneficial to the
counseling relationship both for individual and group applications.
Mapping serves two major functions in the counseling process. First, it provides a
communication tool for clarifying information and sharing meaning between
counselor and client. It can be used effectively with whatever therapeutic orientation
or style a counselor follows. Second, regular use of mapping-based strategies helps
with the continuity of care. Mapping worksheets or notes can be placed in the
client’s file, so that discussions of treatment issues (around goals, for example) can
be picked up where they were left off at the end of the previous session. Clients also
may be offered copies of maps they have worked on in session to help with focus
and task completion between visits.
Using mapping as a clinical tool assists the counselor in structuring sessions to better
address key issues that are important to the client. Of course, from the client’s
perspective, it is the conversation itself that is most important. Mapping can help
make treatment conversations more memorable, help clients focus, and give clients
confidence in their ability to think through problems and develop solutions.
Another benefit of creating maps with clients is having those maps available for
clinical supervision meetings. When mapping is part of the counseling process with
clients, this material can be discussed jointly in supervision. Maps placed in the
client’s file document and efficiently outline the work being done in session. This
provides a foundation and focus for supervisors to offer specific feedback and
clinical guidance.
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Mapping and Collaboration
Collaborative counseling approaches are emerging as effective strategies for
improving motivation and goal-setting, and for helping clients feel that they were
heard and respected during sessions. These are seen as building blocks for a strong
therapeutic alliance and for instilling hopefulness and determination as clients begin
their treatment journey. A central skill in collaborative approaches is the eliciting
and highlighting of the client’s perspective. This includes encouraging clients to
discuss, with enriched detail, what needs to change in their lives, how they view the
change process, and what steps make sense for what they want to accomplish.
When a counselor uses mapping to engage the client, this type of collaboration is
naturally facilitated. Maps are co-created, and the content of a map – the thoughts,
ideas, and issues – are those raised and identified by the client. The map provides a
focal point for this work as the counselor skillfully elicits from the client what
should be written down, what should be noted in passing, and what should be
addressed next.

As part of a collaborative model of treatment planning, counselors help clients
develop a clear picture of what they want to be different or improved as a result of
participating in treatment. This logically involves a discussion of goals and the
positive consequences of those goals. It also involves assisting the client in
identifying his or her available resources for tackling those goals. Resources are
identified broadly to include a client’s strengths, relationships, attitudes, thoughts,
skills, behaviors, and perceptions.
Within this framework, the counselor accepts that a client’s goals may change during
the process of treatment and that the client is the determiner of when enough
progress has been made toward a particular goal and when goals should be amended.
Likewise, the counselor accepts that a client’s most salient and meaningful goals will
often not reference alcohol or drug use, per se. For example, saving a marriage or
relationship, getting and keeping a job, regaining a driver’s license, or committing to
an educational pursuit are more commonly identified goals. Ending or controlling
substance use becomes one of the factors or ways to achieve these major goals.
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Types of Maps
Mapping Categories
As we have discussed, node-link maps are tools that can visually portray ideas, feelings,
facts, and experiences. There are three broad categories of these maps:





Free or process maps
Information maps
Guide maps

Although Mapping Your Treatment Plan: A Collaborative Approach, uses the category
of maps called “guide maps,” it is helpful for the potential user of mapping approaches to
have a broad overview of all the ways mapping can be used successfully.

Free or process maps: Using an erasable board, flip chart, or paper and
pencil, client(s) and counselor can work together to create a map of the problem or
issue under discussion. The counselor should take the lead in briefly explaining
mapping to the client(s) and providing a starting point for creating the map.
However, when at all possible, both counselor and client(s) should have pencils or
markers so that co-creation of the map is facilitated. Here is an example of a free
map or process map created during a group session on “relapse.” In this case, the
counselor created the map on an eraser board with group members’ input and led a
process discussion on the issues raised:
Free Mapping
P

Things Learned from
Relapse
P

“Finally accepted
that I need help”

Hit rock
bottom

P

P
It had been
6 month since
I used

Denial
L
Over
Confidence
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I can regain control

Realizing it
“sneaks” up

Ex

6

P

I
Desire to
quit for
good
Legend
P = Part
L = Leads To
EX = Example
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Information maps: Information maps have been used in a variety of settings
to help communicate basic information in a readily understandable way.
Information maps are usually prepared ahead of time to serve as handouts or
presentation slides. These maps organize facts in a specific content area and
present them in an easy-to-remember format. Early mapping studies with clients
attending psychoeducational groups on HIV-risk reduction found that information
maps were useful in helping clients learn and retain information about HIV
transmission and high-risk practices.

H

I
R

V
R

R

ImmunoDeficiency

Human
C

Virus

C

People Only
Can not be
spread by animals,
plants, or insects

C

Smallest living
microbe (germ)
Survives by invading
cells and destroying
them

A major problem
with the Immune
System that fights
disease

HIV is a human virus that invades and destroys the cells of the immune
system.

A

I
R

D
R

Acquired
C

Can be acquired.
In other words,
it can be spread

S
R

Immune

R

Deficiency

C

C

Refers to the
immune system.
White blood cells
that fight disease

Not working.
Deficient.
Unable to fight
germs

Syndrome
C

A group of illnesses
or symptoms related
to a specific cause
(HIV)

AIDS is the late stage of HIV infection, resulting in illnesses and cancers the body can no
longer fight off.

Guide maps: The mapping exercises contained in this manual use guide maps.
Guide maps are pre-structured templates with a “fill-in-the-space” format that help
guide the counselor-client interaction during a session, while also allowing ample
freedom for self-expression. As part of an individual counseling session, these
maps provide a structure for thinking about and talking about goals, personal
resources, and specific steps and tasks for arriving at goals. In group work, guide
maps can be used as homework or as individual worksheets that are then
processed and discussed within the larger group. These mapping activities can
provide some assurance that each group member has had a chance to visit a
particular issue personally. Similarly, in group settings, guide maps can be used to
focus and keep a discussion on track.
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Mapping Guide 1: Exploring Self (Map 1)

Chris: A fictional case study (1):

Strengths

Health
I’m pretty good
Looking; tall;
mostly healthy

Social Relationships
I have a couple of
friends and I get
along pretty
well with my
daughter.
Emotions/Temperament
I really want to
change my life! I
do know what it’s
like to be happy.

Problem Solving
When I’m clear
headed I make
pretty good decisions.
I can also talk well.

Beliefs and Values
What are your
strengths?

I try hard to do the
“right thing.” I
love my daughter.

Job/Career?
I have computer skills
I have had three jobs
in the last 12 years
I take work seriously

How can you use your strengths to improve your life?
Once I get control of my drug habit, maybe I can use my skills and
looks to go into computer sales.
How useful was this map and discussion?
Not useful 1---2---3---4---5---6---7---8---9---10 Very useful
Comments:

Using this manual
Mapping Your Treatment Plan: A Collaborative Approach is designed help establish
a good therapeutic alliance, identify client goals for treatment, and foster motivation
for working on those goals early in treatment. Ideally, the 3-session intervention
should be completed with clients during the first month of treatment. Each of these
individual sessions can be completed during an average 50-60 minute office visit.
Each session features several guide maps and has scripted “talking points” to help
the first-time counselor complete and discuss the maps with clients. However, it is
expected that after a few initial experiences with using these maps with clients,
clinicians will quickly find a way to “make it their own.”

Preparation Stage
Before using the treatment planning guide maps with clients for the first time:
1. Familiarize yourself with mapping and with the guide maps that will be used in
each session. For each map, you will find a completed “case study” example.

Texas Institute of Behavioral Research
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2. Practice using these guide maps ahead of time. This can be done by completing
some of them for yourself, or by inviting a colleague or friend to “role play”
completing and talking about a map.
3. Make copies of all the maps, organized by session. One easy way to do this is to
make a folder for each session to store copies of that session’s guide maps. Some
clients may want more than one worksheet, so be prepared with extras.

Working With Clients
1. Use the first few minutes of a mapping session for greetings and pleasantries with
the client. When first introducing the client to using guide maps, provide a brief
explanation of what the maps are. For example, “maps are tools to help us
structure our discussions and better focus on the things that are important to you
that you may want to work on as a part of treatment.” You may want to further
add: “Some people have found these maps to be helpful for “seeing” things more
clearly and remembering important ideas.”
2. Sit in such a way that you can work on a map as a collaborative project. This
could mean sitting around a table or inviting the client to move to the corner of
the desk so that both counselor and client have a clear view of the worksheet.
One creative counselor we know invested in a child’s art easel (about $20). She
pulls it close so that she and the client can work easily on the maps while sitting
in front of them. The easel has the added advantage of having an erasable board,
convenient for impromptu free mapping during sessions.
3. Have a box of colored pencils, markers, pens, and erasers for use during the
mapping and discussion. Many clients, as they become comfortable adding to
the maps, enjoy the creative options of colors and textures.
4. Frequently validate and affirm clients’ responses during mapping sessions. There
are no “right” or “wrong” responses for completing a map. In the spirit of
collaboration, counselors’ responses should most frequently reflect interest and
curiosity about the clients’ perspectives.

Texas Institute of Behavioral Research
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Session 1:
Getting Started:
First Maps
Getting Started: First Maps sets the collaborative tone for
subsequent sessions and introduces the client to working with guide
maps. The counselor takes the lead in introducing the guide map
templates and inviting the client to add information to the “nodes.”
These early guide map discussions center on the client’s
experiences, both in the past and present. Clients are then invited to
briefly discuss present issues of concern and how they have been
coping to date. The session ends with an invitation for the client to
consider what they hope to have different/better in their lives as a
result of treatment.

Texas Institute of Behavioral Research
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Notes for Session One
Read over the sample case study maps to get
a feel for how mapping sessions might flow.
Following each case study example there is a
blank copy for use with clients. You may copy
these guide maps.

The Maps
There are 3 maps that provide the focus for your first session with the client, plus a
map for client homework:
A roadmap for perspective on the client’s recent history
An exploration of aspects of the client’s life today
A map for discussing the client’s pressing concerns
A “homework” map for planning goals
Introduce the client to the idea of working on the map worksheets together in the
spirit of collaboration and better understanding.
Most people enter treatment hopeful that their lives can be better. Let the client
know that if he/she is able to change or address even one small thing while in
treatment, then that is some measure of success.
Convey that you are interested in carefully understanding the client’s perspective
and that the maps are helpful for focus and concentration.

Recent History Map
1. Use some of the following ideas to introduce the first map to the client:
I’d like to start today by talking about you. If you’re okay with it, I’d like to
use this sort of road-looking map to take notes as we talk.

Texas Institute of Behavioral Research
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To get us started, I’ll record some of the things you tell me, but I want you
looking over my shoulder to make sure I get it right. I want you to tell me
about some of the things in your recent past, say things that happened in the
last 5-10 years, that you think I should know about in order to be as helpful to
you as I can while we work together.
Whatever the timeframe you think makes most sense, we’ll start there.
Then we will go along the road (so to speak), and you can tell me about
events that were important. We’ll insert notes about those.
Take a minute to think about it. Let me know what year to enter.
So, between 2001 (6 years ago) and today, what’s happened in your life that
we should add to this map? Maybe like historical markers along a real road.
What things do you remember as important?
2. Work collaboratively with the client to build this map. Engage the client with
invitations to join in the construction. For example: The breakup with Susan –
would that go about here or closer to here? or Let’s see, if you lived there for four
years, I guess you moved out about here, huh?
3. Naturally, you will probe and ask follow-up questions as the client discusses
his/her recent past. Some of these might be worth capturing, based on the
emphasis the client places on it. For example, in the case study sample of this
map, the client noted after the marker event Susan got pregnant that it was the best
news ever!
4. Transition to the next map of the session by complimenting and validating the
client’s experiences in the recent years. For example: Wow, given all you’ve been
through, I’m really impressed that you have taken on treatment. or I liked the way
you helped walk me through what life has been like for you.
5. Complete transition to the “Me Today” map by saying something like: Now
let’s talk a little bit about how things are for you right now.

Texas Institute of Behavioral Research
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Me Today Map
1. After transitioning from talking about the client’s recent past, engage the client
in completing the map by asking questions and having a brief discussion about the
life areas in the nodes. Sit so that the client can see the map as you make notes.
2. The process might flow as follows:
Co: Let’s start with this top node – “family.” What’s going on with your
family that’s important to know about.
Cl: Well, I have been living with my mother since the DWI and my breakup
with Susan.
Co: How is that working out for you?
Cl: Good, actually. My mom is mad at me for what I did, but she supports
my wanting to get back with Susan. She wants to see her grandbaby and
also wants me to take care of him.
Co: Okay – let’s see, for “family” I’ll note you live with your mother right
now, that she supports you getting back with Susan, and of course that she
wants to see her grandbaby.
Cl: That about says it, I guess.
Co: We can always come back and add or edit these notes as we move
through the map. (Moving to another node) How about some of your
interests? What kind of things do you enjoy or spend time doing?
3. Continue to address and briefly discuss what comes to mind for the client in
response to each of the nodes.
4. Ask open-ended questions. Encourage client to join in briefly discussing one or
two key issues for each node.
5. After completing the map, validate the client’s current experiences and
compliment the willingness to help you learn more about his/her life.

Texas Institute of Behavioral Research
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Current Problems Map
1. Transition into the next map by turning the client’s attention toward his/her
possible expectations about treatment. The tone of the map might reflect the
general idea of – Why treatment? Why now?
2. Invite the client to consider how he/she might like his/her life to be different or
better as a result of coming into “formal” treatment:
What are some things that you might want to work on as a part of treatment,
over and above the obvious issues of drug/alcohol use, that you think would
make the most difference in your life, either now or in the future.
How would you describe the nature of the problem or difficulty you would
like to see changed?
3. After discussing the nature of the difficulty with the client, ask emphatic
questions to uncover information about how the client has been managing or
coping with the difficulty to date.
4. Fill in information and briefly discuss coping for as many nodes as the client
feels should be added. Validate the clients concerns and past efforts at making
change.

Homework Map (Goal Planner)
1. Invite the client to further consider what issues need to be addressed as a part of
treatment. Give the client a copy of the “Goal Planner” map, briefly review it, and
assign it as “homework”:
You certainly have given some careful thought to these problems you would
like to have improve as a part of treatment. I wonder where you think is the
best place to start? Life is such that we can’t to everything at the same time.
Between now and our next appointment, I’d like for you to think about this
and make some notes on this map like we used today.

Texas Institute of Behavioral Research
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Getting Started: First Maps
This map just has 3 boxes. You complete as many as you want. One thing
you can focus on is what issues you might want to start working on first.
On the right side of the map you will make some notes about the problem,
and on the left side make some notes about what you think needs to change.
Bring this with you for your next session so you can explain to me your
thoughts about what you want to be different.

End the Session
1. Thank the client for their participation and thoughtful comments. Briefly ask
the client to rate the usefulness of the maps worked on in the session on a scale of
1 to 10. For example:
I’m interested in how useful you found these maps that we worked on today.
Overall, if 1 equals “not useful” and 10 equals “Very useful”, how would
you rate the maps and our discussions?
After client gives an overall rating, ask: Were any of these maps any more or less
useful than the others? If so, should it have a higher or lower rating?
Thank the client for his/her help. Circle the overall rating given by client for all
maps. However, if the client has singled out a particular map as higher or lower,
circle that rating on that map.
** Note: If overall ratings are very low, ask the client how the next session could
be made more useful. For example: I appreciate you giving such honest feedback.
How can we make the next session better? What do we need to do?
2. Set day and time for next session with client. Ask client to complete a Client
Session Evaluation form before leaving. (Research sites only)
3. Complete Counselor Session Evaluation form. (Research sites only)

Texas Institute of Behavioral Research
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Getting Started: First Maps
2001
STARTING POINT: YEAR ________
Arrested for
possession

I was released from jail
Served 9 months

Reunited with wife
Got warehouse
job; no overtime

Susan got pregnant

No money but
happiest time of our lives

Best news ever!

I started dealing
I lied to Susan about the money
She left me
Crashed car

Good lawyer got me
treatment instead for
probation revocation

DWI

How useful was this map and discussion?
Not Useful 1–2–3–4–5–6–7–8–9–10 Very Useful
Comments:

YOU ARE HERE

Texas Institute of Behavioral Research
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STARTING POINT: YEAR ________

How useful was this map and discussion?
Not Useful 1–2–3–4–5–6–7–8–9–10 Very Useful
Comments:

YOU ARE HERE
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Family

Live with mother.

Health

Mom supports my desire to
get back together with Susan.

I have lost lots of
weight. I need to quit
smoking.

She wants to see her
grandbaby

Mostly good health

Emotional
Interests

Sometimes I get really
down, wishing I had not
lied to Susan and let her
down when she was
pregnant

Art
Movies
Computers

Me
Today

I think I may be
depressed

Fun
Friends

I have a few friends
Lost several who
thought I did Susan
wrong

Work

I am working steady

Swimming
Movies.

I have applied for a
2nd job to pay child
support for Sean

How useful was this map and discussion?
Not Useful 1–2–3–4–5–6–7–8–9–10 Very Useful
Comments:

Texas Institute of Behavioral Research
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Family
Health

Emotional
Interests

Me
Today

Fun
Friends

Work

How useful was this map and discussion?
Not Useful 1–2–3–4–5–6–7–8–9–10 Very Useful
Comments:
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THINGS I WOULD LIKE TO BE DIFFERENT:

Describe the nature of the
problem or difficulty

How have you been coping?

I daydream a lot that she will
forgive me

I have a lot of regrets about
Susan. I feel a lot of guilt

Talk to my Mom about it

I have a lot of legal problems.
My lawyer has warned me that
any F-up will send me to jail

I am paying all my court fees
on time

I need to make more money so I
can get it to Susan to help
with Sean

Several leads for a 2nd job

Trying to win my PO’s trust

Mowing lawns

I worry that I will backslide

Remember what my lawyer
said

I sometimes crave having a beer
or joint

Smoking too much

How useful was this map and discussion?
Not Useful 1–2–3–4–5–6–7–8–9–10 Very Useful
Comments:
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Getting Started: First Maps

THINGS I WOULD LIKE TO BE DIFFERENT:

Describe the nature of the
problem or difficulty

How have you been coping?

How useful was this map and discussion?
Not Useful 1–2–3–4–5–6–7–8–9–10 Very Useful
Comments:
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GOAL PLANNER
Which difficulties or problems
are the most important for you
to begin working on
immediately?

What specifically needs to
change or improve?

Making things right with Susan

I need to regain her trust

Concerned about baby (Sean)

Quit the drug scene forever

Be able to give her child support

Be stable
Work 2 jobs if needed

Avoiding relapse

Less free time

Still having cravings,
mostly for beer

Planning weekends
Visit Sean???

Fears about revocation

Support groups

Sean would be 15 if that
happened

My tendency to worry about
things too much
Makes me want to
drink/get high

;

Learn to relax more
Swimming?
YMCA pool membership

Check beside the issue you believe you should address first as part of treatment

How useful was this map and discussion?
Not Useful 1–2–3–4–5–6–7–8–9–10 Very Useful
Comments
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Getting Started: First Maps

GOAL PLANNER
Which difficulties or problems
are the most important for you
to begin working on
immediately?

;

What specifically needs to
change or improve?

Check beside the issue you believe you should address first as part of treatment

How useful was this map and discussion?
Not Useful 1–2–3–4–5–6–7–8–9–10 Very Useful
Comments
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Session 2:
Mapping Goals and
Strategies
Mapping Goals and Strategies helps clients identify salient goals to
work on as part of treatment and to narrow those goals down to
clear, specific, and practical plans. Clients first review their
homework guide map about specific issues they want to address. A
subsequent map is used to invite a conversation about specific steps
to take first, followed by a map focusing on the personal strengths
the client brings to deal with identified problems. Next, a “planning
rocket” guide map is used to summarize the session and provide the
client with a reminder of tasks for the coming weeks.
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Notes for Session Two
Read over the sample case study maps to get a
feel for how mapping sessions might flow.
Following each case study example there is a
blank copy for use with clients. You may copy
these guide maps.

The Maps
There are 4 discussions using guide maps in the second session with the client:
A review of the goal planner homework map
Completion of goal exploration map(s) (1 or 2 maps)
Discussion about strengths map and goals
Begin planning rocket; ask client to complete during the week

Goal Planner Homework Review
1. Allow some time at the beginning of session for general discussion with client.
Ask about client’s ideas about goals for treatment:
If you had time to work on it, I’d like to have you review your thoughts and
conclusions with me so I can understand. Even so, I’d like for us to address
some of what you see as your most immediate or important goals for
treatment. Things you’d like to see change or get better.
Review “goal planner” map if client has completed it.
If client reports not having had the time to complete it, etc., simply use a blank
copy of the map to help the client “catch up” by identifying his/her most pressing
difficulties and the things they would like to have change or improve.
Ask client to identify the most pressing issue to address – the one that might make
the most difference to the client’s well-being or progress.
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Mapping Goals and Strategies
Goal Exploration Map
1. Transition to goal exploration map by reviewing general problem solving
models with client:
It often seems like we have more things we know we need to do than we
realistically have time and energy to do. It’s also true that sometimes when
we take action in one area, other areas get better without as much effort.
The important thing is to pick a place to start, and review things as we go
along. I can certainly understand, based on what we discussed last visit,
why making things right with Susan would take a big load off your chest.
So with that in mind, what is your first goal toward making things good with
Susan. What needs to happen first?
In the case study example, making things good with Susan would be placed as the
“primary issue” and calling Susan becomes an immediate goal or first step.
2. Engage the client in discussing the benefits of taking the step and how that step
might make a difference; in other words, how that step might contribute toward the
resolution of the larger primary issue or difficulty.
3. As with all maps, ask for the client’s participation and input in deciding how to
word things in the nodes. Ask follow-up question that help focus the discussion on
the present and future. What needs to happen and be discussed in order for the
client to feel motivated and empowered to take proposed first step?

Strengths Map
1. Transition to a discussion using the strengths map:
Some people report that it can be helpful to think about the “resources” we
have to work with when we decide to make a change. We can see these
things as strengths. Talking about them can help cue us to what might be
helpful in addressing a problem or taking a step. For example, in this map,
there are spaces for making notes about your strengths in different areas
that you have in general, or that can be used for working on making things
right with Susan. What are your “people” strengths –social relationships?
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Mapping Goals and Strategies
2. Continue encouraging client to talk about different areas of strength outlined on
the map. If client prefers, change headings in nodes or create new nodes reflecting
client’s ideas about strengths.
3. Conclude map by asking client to consider how reviewing his/her personal
strengths might suggest how to best deal with current issue or taking next step:
It’s easy to tell from what you have told me that you have a good store of
strengths and resources to assist you in the work you want to do.
What has this review helped you realize? In other words, how will one or
some of your strengths help you take your first step toward making things
better with Susan? From what you discussed, that would involve giving her
a call.
4. Discuss how strengths will help the client with his/her goals. Ask follow-up
questions to help client explore these ideas fully. For example: Your talents as a
good listener will help you “hear out” Susan’s feelings when you call her. How
else will good listening be helpful along the way?

Planning Rocket Map
1. Transition to planning rocket map:
Before we finish today, I’d like to start work on one of these maps called
“the planning rocket” for obvious reasons. Its purpose is to serve as a
reminder to prompt you about the immediate goals or specific steps you
have set for yourself.
We’ll fill in the basic boxes of the rocket. During the week, you’re
encouraged to check off the steps that you complete and to fill in some of the
other areas as things occur to you.
2. Engage the client in writing notes, based in identified issue and specific step
being considered, in the nose cone of the rocket. Next, engage the client in
identifying the specific actions that will be required to take that step, and also
identifying a timeframe for reasonably completing the action. Lastly, encourage
the client to identify any potential problems or roadblocks to carrying out the step,
and how he/she might respond (e.g. possible problems and solutions).
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Mapping Goals and Strategies
3. When actions, timeframe, and possible set-backs have been discussed, invite the
client to continue working on the map in between sessions and to bring the rocket
back for discussion. Encourage the client to complete identified actions within the
timeframe suggested and remind them of strengths that were discussed.

End the Session
1. Thank the client for their participation and thoughtful comments. Briefly ask
the client to rate the usefulness of the maps worked on in the session on a scale of
1 to 10. For example:
I’m interested in how useful you found these maps that we worked on today.
Overall, if 1 equals “not useful” and 10 equals “Very useful”, how would
you rate the maps and our discussions?
After client gives an overall rating, ask: Were any of these maps any more or less
useful than the others? If so, should it have a higher or lower rating?
Thank the client for his/her help. Circle the overall rating given by client for all
maps. However, if the client has singled out a particular map as higher or lower,
circle that rating on that map.
** Note: If overall ratings are very low, ask the client how the next session could
be made more useful. For example: I appreciate you giving such honest feedback.
How can we make the next session better? What do we need to do?
2. Set day and time for next session with client. Ask client to complete a Client
Session Evaluation form before leaving. (Research sites only)
3. Complete Counselor Session Evaluation form. (Research sites only)
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What do you see as your primary issue?
Make things right with Susan
What immediate goal do you have? (specific step)
Call Susan; tell her about treatment
Goal exploration

Benefits of taking this step

What difference will this make?

I can let her know that I am trying to

She will know I want to do right

make things right

I could find out how Sean is doing

Make me less anxious about how
he is doing

I can make arrangements to send her
money for Sean

I have always sworn that I
would take care of my kids

Hear her voice

Just know she is okay

How useful was this map and discussion?
Not Useful 1–2–3–4–5–6–7–8–9–10 Very Useful
Comments
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Mapping Goals and Strategies

What do you see as your primary issue?

What immediate goal do you have? (specific step)

Goal exploration

Benefits of taking this step

What difference will this make?

How useful was this map and discussion?
Not Useful 1–2–3–4–5–6–7–8–9–10 Very Useful
Comments
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Health and Physical

Social Relationships

I have several very
close friends who have
stuck by me whatever
has happened. I am
kind and supportive
to others

I am reasonably fit and
have never had any major
health problems that have
stopped me doing what I
want to do

Emotions/Temperament

I never get angry,
and I am good at
listening

Problem Solving

I am very creative
and have original
ideas that other people
don’t think of

Values and Beliefs

What are your
strengths?

You should look after
your friends and
family.

Work or Avocation

I am a good artist, and
a lot of my work has
received good reviews.

How will your strengths help you with your goal?
I think I can listen to Susan when I call, even though she will probably be angry. I
can let her vent – she has the right. She knows how much I value family. I know
she is trying to fix up her grand father’s old place for her and the baby. I can offer
to help – good with painting and handiwork
How useful was this map and discussion?
Not Useful 1–2–3–4–5–6–7–8–9–10 Very Useful
Comments:
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Health and Physical

Problem Solving

Social Relationships

Emotions/Temperament

Values and Beliefs

What are your
strengths?

Work or Avocation

How will your strengths help you with your goal?

How useful was this map and discussion?
Not Useful 1–2–3–4–5–6–7–8–9–10 Very Useful
Comments:
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Issue

Get right
with Susan
Specific step:

Call her

STRENGTHS
You will need

SPECIFIC ACTIONS

WHEN

Call her sister to
get her new #

Tonight

REMINDERS

Sean needs me

Plan what I need to
say; get advice
from mom

Listening
Sense of
responsibility
Faith

Take a deep
breathe and make
the call

Next
few
days

Write down
anything useful
that someone
tells me

By
Friday
HELPFUL PEOPLE

HELPFUL SAYINGS
AND THOUGHTS

My mom

She has the right to be
angry

Susan’s sister

I can regain her trust
I love my son

Possible
Problems

She will hang up
I will say the wrong
things

Solutions

Ask her to give
me 15 minutes
Plan exactly
what I want her
to know

How useful was this map and discussion?
Not Useful 1–2–3–4–5–6–7–8–9–10 Very Useful
Comments
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Issue

Specific Step:

SPECIFIC ACTIONS

WHEN

STRENGTHS
You will need

REMINDERS

HELPFUL PEOPLE

HELPFUL SAYINGS
AND THOUGHTS

Possible
Problems

Solutions

How useful was this map and discussion?
Not Useful 1–2–3–4–5–6–7–8–9–10 Very Useful
Comments
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Session 3:
Mapping Progress
and Future Plans
Mapping Progress and Future Plans uses further goal planning
guide maps to help client summarize and assess steps taken toward
goals and plan for future actions toward reaching goals. This
session includes maps to either (1) process successes to date toward
taking a step or action, (2) engage in further decision-making about
proposed actions toward goals, or (3) analyze reported problems or
setbacks in addressing an issue or taking a step. Clients work on a
map that summarizes their work on issues to date and complete a
final map outlining the next goal they consider to be important.

UUUUUUUUUU

The guide maps in this session (and those from previous sessions)
can be used again with client in subsequent counseling sessions or
as the need arises during the client’s treatment journey.
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Notes for Session Three
Read over the sample case study maps
to get a feel for how mapping sessions
might flow.
Following each case study example there
is a blank copy for use with clients. You
may copy these guide maps.

The Maps
There are 3 maps to choose from for the last session, based on the client’s report of
events since previous session. Work on one of these maps, using client’s judgment
of which might be the most helpful based on planning rocket outcome:
A “success” map to process successful completion of step
A decisional balance map to help client reporting ambivalence/being stuck
A “brick wall” map to process unsuccessful attempt at goal or step
There are 2 additional maps to complete for this session:
A care plan review
A planner for the client’s next goal

Planning Rocket Review
1. Allow some time at the beginning of session for general discussion with client.
Ask about client’s experience with planning rocket and completing desired actions:
2. Use a blank copy of the planning rocket to help the clients who return without
their homework to “catch up” by restating most pressing difficulties and specific
actions that were attempted or accomplished.
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Success, Decision-Making, or Brick Wall Map
1. Based on client’s reports and experiences, decide on using “success, “decisionmaking,” or “brick wall” map for next discussion.
2. Engage client in picking a map to work on by offering the 3 choices and asking
client which one makes the most sense based on how things have gone to date.
To start with, I’d like to work on one of these 3 maps, based on what you
have told me about your experiences working on your goals and the specific
actions you identified as important. Would you describe what you think has
happened so far as a “success” or “running into a brick wall” or as “still
feeling undecided about what I am willing to do?”
OR
From what you’ve said, it sounds like you were successful in taking some of
the actions you outlined toward talking with Susan and in the long-term
making things right with her. How about if we focus on that one? We can
work on one of the others at another time if you like.

OR
From what you’ve said, it sounds like you set out with good intentions but
ran into problems carrying them out. Like hitting a brick wall. How about
if we focus on exploring how things went wrong. We can work on one of the
others at another time if you like.
OR
From what you’ve said, it sounds like maybe you have an idea about what
you want long-term, but are not convinced about the best steps to take. Let’s
work on this decision-making map and see if it is useful for your planning.
Would that be alright?
Complete and discuss the agreed upon map with the client.
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Care Plan Update Map
1. Transition to working on the care plan update map by inviting the client to
review progress and future steps for areas of concern identified in first session:
I’d like do another map with you – this one focusing on a review of things
you mentioned you would like to work on. From where things are today,
what continues to be important for you to work on? On this map, we’ll also
take some notes about what progress has already been made and what steps
need to happen next.
2. Complete the map with client input. Ask open-ended questions and discuss
client’s ideas about progress and future steps.

My Next Goal Map
1. Transition to working on the next goal map:
From what we have discussed, you’ve made some progress in addressing the
major concern you identified – that being working to reestablish your
relationship with Susan. You’ve also talked about a few next steps to work
on this issue. Before ending our sessions today, I’d like to for us to look at
one more map. It will sort of be a “sneak peek” at the next goal you’ve
decided you want to work on as part of treatment.
2. Ask client to identify what this goal might be. Work with client to complete
planning template for working on the goal. Express support and validate client’s
ideas about the best course of action to follow.

End the Session
1. Thank the client for their participation and thoughtful comments. Briefly ask
the client to rate the usefulness of the maps worked on in the session on a scale of
1 to 10. For example:
I’m interested in how useful you found these maps that we worked on today.
Overall, if 1 equals “not useful” and 10 equals “Very useful”, how would
you rate the maps and our discussions?
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After client gives an overall rating, ask: Were any of these maps any more or less
useful than the others? If so, should it have a higher or lower rating?
Thank the client for his/her help. Circle the overall rating given by client for all
maps. However, if the client has singled out a particular map as higher or lower,
circle that rating on that map.
Offer the client blank copies of any mapping templates of interest. Encourage
client to keep up with guide maps and use guide map ideas as they work on their
goals.
2. Ask client to complete a Client Session Evaluation form before leaving.
(Research sites only)
3. Complete Counselor Session Evaluation form. (Research sites only)
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WHAT WAS YOUR SUCCESS?

I called Susan’s sister; talked with
her about wanting to make things
right with Susan
Got phone #
She sent me pix of
Sean

HOW DID YOU MAKE IT HAPPEN?

What did you do to make it
happen?

I thought about what I
wanted to say
Worked up courage
Wondered if she still liked
me

How did you figure out what
might work?

She always used to say that
she thought Susan would
always care about me and so
would she and her husband
Never knew her to be
judgmental

What did you learn about
yourself?

Talking with her made
me feel hopeful that I
can get myself right
I want to be a good
father for my son
He looks like my baby
pictures according to
my mom

What needs to happen next?

I need to call Susan, but feel I need to plan the right time. Her sister says she is
working irregular hours. Her sister said I could send her a letter through her
and she would give it to Susan. I want to get a cashier’s check for Sean and
send it with a note to Susan, maybe asking if it would be okay to call?
How useful was this map and discussion?
Not Useful 1–2–3–4–5–6–7–8–9–10 Very Useful
Comments:
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WHAT WAS YOUR SUCCESS?

HOW DID YOU MAKE IT HAPPEN?

What did you do to make it
happen?

How did you figure out what
might work?

What did you learn about
yourself?

What needs to happen next?

How useful was this map and discussion?
Not Useful 1–2–3–4–5–6–7–8–9–10 Very Useful
Comments:
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YOU HAVE A DECISION TO MAKE ABOUT...

Taking a second job

Possible Choices
You Can Make

B

A

Accept new
job offer for
6-10 p. m

Hold off, as I
am
currently
getting overtime at my
present job,
and it pays
more per
hour

C

Look for 2nd
job later at
night or a
weekend job

Consequences
of Each Choice
POSITIVE

Lose overtime
More driving

Part time
job might
lead to
full time
Steady
work

POSITIVE

Overtime
not
permanent
Gets
tedious
after 12
hours

WHAT CHOICE SEEMS THE BEST?

It looks
good to be
available
for
overtime
Might
lead to a
promotion

POSITIVE

Like to
help Mom
on Sat
Need my
sleep –
getting to
old to be up
all night

Gets me
more
money if
overtime
plays out
Might be
something
interesting

Right now, nothing beats the money I get
from overtime.
I think I should turn down part time offer
and look again if overtime ends

How useful was this map and discussion?
Not Useful 1–2–3–4–5–6–7–8–9–10 Very Useful
Comments:
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YOU HAVE A DECISION TO MAKE ABOUT...

Possible Choices
You Can Make

A

B

C

Consequences
of Each Choice
POSITIVE

POSITIVE

POSITIVE

WHAT CHOICE SEEMS THE BEST?

How useful was this map and discussion?
Not Useful 1–2–3–4–5–6–7–8–9–10 Very Useful
Comments:
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RUNNING INTO A BRICK WALL
What was the unsuccessful attempt?

Trying to hang out with old friends at pool
hall and not drink; ended up drinking

What made it unsuccessful?

Your thoughts and
actions leading up to it?

Your thoughts and
actions at the time?

What kept it from
being even worse?

Ended up ordering a
beer

Even if they drink, I
don’t have to

Took a few sips

Agreed to meet them at
“The Rack”

Panic
Felt angry at myself

Felt I could handle it

Chugged half the
mug

I left
Pretended I was
supposed to be
helping my
mother
Left half mug
on the bar

How has this experience made you wiser?

I do better if I stay away from places where people are drinking and talking
I used to think “Just say No” was stupid. But it worked in this case. I told
myself “No” – this can get me in trouble. That helped me walk out.
Maybe just see guys for sports – shoot hoops?
How useful was this map and discussion?
Not Useful 1–2–3–4–5–6–7–8–9–10 Very Useful
Comments:
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RUNNING INTO A BRICK WALL
What was the unsuccessful attempt?

What made it unsuccessful?

Your thoughts and
actions leading up to it?

Your thoughts and
actions at the time?

What kept it from
being even worse?

How has this experience made you wiser?

How useful was this map and discussion?
Not Useful 1–2–3–4–5–6–7–8–9–10 Very Useful
Comments:
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Care Plan Update
Things I’ve said I want
to work on:

Progress I have made
in tackling them

Making things right
with Susan

Sent her money for
the baby; asked her if
I could call her to
talk

Getting a 2nd job
for extra money for
baby

General issues;
Worries about relapse

General health
More exercise
Quit smoking

Got a job offer
but decided to
stay with present
job b/c overtime
pays the best

Been going to a
support group at
church
Avoiding drinking
situations

I have joined the Y
and have started
using their pool

How useful was this map and discussion?
Not Useful 1–2–3–4–5–6–7–8–9–10 Very Useful
Comments:

Texas Institute of Behavioral Research

What is left to do?
Ideas for what to do
next?

If I don’t’ hear from
her by next week, I
will call her
Talk to her sister
again

Boss says overtime
will continue
through the
summer; revisit
then

I am trying to take
things one day at a
time

I have decided to
try “the patch”
but have been
putting if off.
Go buy a box of
patches
(Use back if needed)
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Care Plan Update
Things I’ve said I want
to work on:

Progress I have made
in tackling them

How useful was this map and discussion?
Not Useful 1–2–3–4–5–6–7–8–9–10 Very Useful
Comments:
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Ideas for what to do
next?

(Use back if needed)
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Specific Actions
Tell Mom I’m going to quit; ask for support
Buy a box of patches and read directions
Start putting on a patch each day

My Mom quit last year
Susan hates cigarettes

Tonight
By tomorrow
I’ll start Monday

Cut back on number of cigarettes a day

Helpful people
& useful thoughts

When

MY NEXT
GOAL
Make commitment to
quit smoking for good

Example for Sean

Start tonight

Strengths you
have or need
“Nerves of steel”
Ability to stand
the withdrawal

Possible Problems
I use cigarettes when I am feeling anxious – they relax me
People at work smoke
I truly enjoy smoking cigarettes

Solutions
Remind myself that tobacco raises blood pressure
Stay at my station when they go for smoking breaks
Chew gum; mints
How useful was this map and discussion?
Not Useful 1–2–3–4–5–6–7–8–9–10 Very Useful
Comments
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Specific Actions

Helpful people
& useful thoughts

MY NEXT
GOAL

When

Strengths you
have or need

Possible Problems

Solutions

How useful was this map and discussion?
Not Useful 1–2–3–4–5–6–7–8–9–10 Very Useful
Comments
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